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Matrix Unites with Southco for an Exemplary Data Centre Security Solution 

 

Matrix - A Pioneer in Security solution opportunely joins hands with Southco - A Trusted Global 

Leader in Engineered Touch Point Solutions, to offer a complete security solution. This solution is 

engineered to resolve all security concerns of Data Centres. The solution strengthens security of the 

data racks user-wise and rack-wise using biometric technology. Matrix biometric terminal triggers 

the Southco electronic lock to unlock for a pre-defined time interval. Moreover, it even notifies the 

administrator in case of real-time abnormalities. 

 

Matrix Access Control solution is a comprehensive and flexible access control solution by which data 

racks are biometrically secured with records of every access along with its duration. Only authorized 

person can get access of specific rack for the stipulated time using biometric verification.  

 

Southco’s Electronic Locking solution features an efficient microprocessor controlled gear motor 

design that ensures minimal power consumption and provides intelligent locking and monitoring 

capabilities. Hence, the amalgamation of these splendid solutions results in extraordinary and vastly 

beneficial end customer solution. 

 

“Such an amalgamation of comprehensive access control strategies with perceptive electronic 

locking mechanism will rectify the security glitches at Data Centres. The solution is designed 

explicitly, whereby security and safety at the Data Centres is not compromised. This association 

renders and resolves all security challenges faced by Data Centres related to controlling access”, says 

Jatin Desai, Marketing Manager - Access Control and Time-Attendance. 

 

 

About Matrix 

Established in 1991, Matrix is a leader in Telecom and Security solutions for modern businesses and 

enterprises. Matrix, an innovative, technology driven and customer focused organization, is 

committed to keep pace with the revolutions in the telecom and security industries. With more than 

40% of its human resources dedicated to the development of new products, Matrix has launched 

cutting-edge products like IP-PBX, Universal Gateways, VoIP Gateways and Terminals, GSM 

Gateways, Access Control, Time-Attendance and Video Surveillance solutions. These solutions are 

feature-rich, reliable and conform to the international standards. Having global footprints in Asia, 

Europe, North America, South America and Africa through an extensive network of more than 1000 

channel partners, Matrix ensures that the products serve the needs of its customers faster and 

longer. Matrix has gained trust and admiration of customers representing the entire spectrum of 

industries. Matrix has won many international awards for its innovative products.  

 
 

 

https://www.matrixaccesscontrol.com/

